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Introduction

Who this book is for
Complete Advanced 2nd Edition is a stimulating and 
thorough preparation course for students who wish to 
take the Cambridge English: Advanced exam from 2015). 
It teaches the reading, writing, listening and speaking 
skills necessary for the exam as well as the grammar and 
vocabulary which, from research into the Cambridge 
Learner Corpus, are known to be essential for exam 
success. For those of you who are not planning to take the 
exam in the near future, the book provides you with skills 
and language highly relevant to an advanced level of English 
(Common European Framework of Reference level C1).

What the book contains
In the Student’s Book there are:

• 14 units for classroom study. Each unit contains:
– practice in two parts of the Reading and Use of English 

paper and one part of each of the other three papers 
in the Cambridge English: Advanced exam. The units 
provide language input and skills practice to help you 
deal successfully with the tasks in each part.

– essential information on what each part of the exam 
involves, and the best way to approach each task.

– a wide range of enjoyable and stimulating speaking 
activities designed to increase your fl uency and your 
ability to express yourself.

– a step-by-step approach to doing Cambridge English 
Advanced writing tasks.

– grammar activities and exercises for the grammar 
you need to know for the exam. When you are doing 
grammar exercises you will sometimes see this symbol:  

. These exercises are based on research from the 
Cambridge Learner Corpus and they deal with the 
areas which are known to cause problems for students 
in the exam.

– vocabulary necessary for the exam. When you see this 
symbol  by a vocabulary exercise, the exercise 
focuses on words which Advanced candidates often 
confuse or use wrongly in the exam.

– a unit review. These contain exercises which revise the 
grammar and vocabulary that you have studied in each 
unit.

• A Language reference section which clearly explains all 
the main areas of grammar which you will need to know 
for the exam.

• Writing and Speaking reference sections. These explain 
the possible tasks you may have to do in the Writing and 
Speaking papers, and they give you examples together 
with additional exercises and advice on how best to 
approach these two papers.

• A CD-ROM which provides you with many interactive 
exercises, including further listening practice exclusive to 
the CD-ROM. All these extra exercises are linked to the 
topics in the Student’s Book.

Also available:
• Two audio CDs containing listening material for the 

14 units. The listening material is indicated by different-
coloured icons in the Student’s Book as follows:

 02,  02

• A Workbook containing:
– 14 units for homework and self-study. Each unit 

contains full exam practice in one or two parts of the 
Reading and Use of English paper.

– full exam practice in one part of the Listening paper in 
each unit.

– further practice in the grammar and vocabulary taught 
in the Student’s Book.

– exercises for the development of essential writing 
skills such as paragraph organisation, self-correction, 
spelling and punctuation based on the results from the 
Cambridge Learner Corpus.

– an audio CD containing all the listening material for the 
Workbook.
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Cambridge English: Advanced  
content and overview
Part / timing Content Test focus

Reading and Use of English 
1 hour 30 minutes

Part 1 A modified cloze test containing eight gaps, 
followed by eight multiple-choice questions
Part 2 A modified cloze test containing eight gaps
Part 3 A text containing eight gaps. Each gap corresponds 
to a word. The stems of the missing words are given beside 
the text and must be changed to form the missing word.
Part 4 Six separate questions, each with a lead-in sentence 
and a gapped second sentence to be completed in three to 
six words, one of which is a given ‘key’ word
Part 5 A text followed by six 4-option multiple-choice 
questions
Part 6 Four short texts, followed by four cross-text multiple-
matching questions
Part 7 A text from which six paragraphs have been 
removed and placed in jumbled order, together with an 
additional paragraph, after the text
Part 8 A text or several short texts, preceded by ten 
multiple-matching questions

Candidates are expected 
to be able to: demonstrate 
the ability to apply their 
knowledge and control of 
the language system by 
completing a number of 
tasks at text and sentence 
level; demonstrate a variety 
of reading skills, including 
understanding of specific 
information, text organisation 
features, implication, tone and 
text structure. 

Writing 
1 hour 30 minutes

Part 1 One compulsory question

Part 2 Candidates choose one task from a choice of three 
questions.

Candidates are expected to 
write an essay in response to 
a proposition to discuss, and 
accompanying text.

Candidates are expected to be 
able to write non-specialised 
text types such as a letter, a 
report, a review or a proposal.

Listening 
Approximately 40 minutes

Part 1 Three short extracts or exchanges between 
interacting speakers. There are two multiple-choice 
questions for each extract.
Part 2 A monologue with a sentence-completion task which 
has eight items
Part 3 A text involving interacting speakers, with six 
multiple-choice questions
Part 4 Five short, themed monologues, with ten multiple-
matching questions

Candidates are expected to 
be able to show understanding 
of feeling, attitude, detail, 
opinion, purpose, agreement 
and gist.

Speaking
15 minutes (for pairs)

Part 1 A short conversation between the interlocutor and 
each candidate (spoken questions)
Part 2 An individual ‘long turn’ for each candidate followed 
by a response from the second candidate (visual and 
written stimuli, with spoken instructions)
Part 3 A two-way conversation between the candidates 
(written stimuli, with spoken instructions)
Part 4 A discussion on topics related to Part 3 (spoken 
questions)

Candidates are expected to be 
able to respond to questions 
and interact in conversational 
English.
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